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only put an end to disorder but also checked those
abuses which had for so long made the lives of the
peasants intolerable Morocco owes everything to
Marshal Lyautey and his successors
It is all very weU to let the young Tetuanis blow off
steam in this way as far as the Spanish zone is concerned^
but it is grossly unfair both on the French and the
Arabs in French Morocco among wiiom such literary
bombshells cause much agitation when they filter
through Though stated with dignity and apparent
moderation the doctrines of Morocco Unity are without
doubt dangerous, and it seems to me the Spanish
authorities should not have permitted publication of
this part of the pamphlet considering that the Spanish
zone is technically part of the French Protectorate^ and
that trouble in one zone in the end reacts upon the
other.
Spain is let down very lightly. Indeed, a few bouquets
are handed out in staking contrast to the hard words
about the French, so that one wonders if the Spaniards
themselves have got a finger in the pie One statement^
made no doubt without any aniere pensee^ might be
carefully considered both by the Spaniards and the
members of Morocco Unity themselves It is to the
effect that 4Spam has not followed a policy of conquest,*
which considering that the Spaniards were quite unable
in spite of repeated efforts to occupy their zone and
would probably never have done so5 but for Abd-el-
Krim's fatal mistake in attacking the French, is some-
what amusing. The Tetuanis, too, might remember the
time when they were sheltered by the Primo line and
Abd-el-Krim thundered at the gates He was not an
Arab, but a Berber of the Bern Unaghel
Do the Andalusians really think that the Riffis, \\ho

